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Abstract. We turn to statistical-based methods and propose a statistical
inference approach by using Dynamic Bayesian Network, which is able to learn
automatically from data set. By soccer video analysis is as an example, the
proposed method is verified by experiment. We extract the color, shape and
other low-level features from the video, to detect and identify 5 kinds of highlevel semantic events using dynamic Bayesian network model. The
experimental results show that our method is effective.
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1

Introduction

Grammar-based sport video analytical method is the one based on rules [1-2], easy for
implementation and application. But it requires human setting rules or grammars for
these reasons: firstly, in different competitions and photographic environments, it
requires experts to set different rules as per experience, increasing difficulty in
directly setting rules; next, in some sport videos [3-4], the relationship among events
is not determined. It is uncertain and probabilistic association [5]. To overcome it,
we’ll discuss the method based on statistics. Unlike the method based on rules, the
proposed method has some learning and adaption ability. Also it can take advantage
of probabilistic relevance among events to improve effectiveness of event detection
[6].
In previous work, some literatures investigated sport video analysis methods based
on statistics. The most commonly used are Bayes Network (BN) and Hidden Markov
Model (HMM), for instance, [7] used Bayes network to classify frame images in
soccer videos to several typical scenes. In [8], the author introduced a sport event
detection method based on HMM. However they have limitations for video analytics.
Bayes network can perform quite well in classification. But it’s a static classification
model without capability to use fully contexts which change along with the time.
HMM fits for processing time signals, like voice signal. But in video content analysis,
its communication ability is restricted, primarily because video is a kind of multidimensional signal with both spatial information and temporal information. In light of
all previous work, we introduce a more powerful sequence signal statistical tool, i.e.
dynamic Bayes network (DBN) [11-12], to analyze sport video contents. The new
method, on one thing, extends the modeling ability of Bayes network to sequence
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signals by considering transition probability at each moment; on the other thing, it
allows to use a few state variables at a similar time point, rather than only one state
variable used by HMM. Based on them, we think dynamic Bayes network is more
suitable to analyze sport video contents, especially semantic events and
interrelationship among them [13-14].

2

Event detection based on dynamic Bayes network

As for the detection of semantic events in video contents, it’s necessary to build
effective mapping relationship between low-level features and high-level semantics.
Here we utilize dynamic Bayes network to create the mapping. We’ll introduce how
to set up dynamic Bayes network model as per domain knowledge, how to fetch
effective low-level features and how to learn and infer high-level semantics.

2.1 Domain modeling
We take football videos for example to analyze the five events: shot, corner ball, free
kick, progress, suspension. They all are defined by game rules according to human
understandings. They have rich high-level semantics. Apparently, it’s very difficult
and inefficient to map directly from lower features like texture, shape and color to
higher semantics. To avoid inefficiency, we suggest transforming it to an inference
question, i.e. higher semantic events consisting of lower elements, which can be
mapped to low-level features. In the indirect mapping mode, effective mapping will
form between lower features and elements. Then by statistical inference of the
relationship formed among lower elements, we can detect and recognize high-level
elements. Compared with direct mapping, we think indirect mapping is more useful.
Based on the idea, as well as game rules and television relay regulations, we
determine the five scenarios in football videos as lower elements. As shown in Fig. 1,
they are respectively: (1) close-up shot and out-of-field shot; (2) medium shot; (3)
midfield; (4) front court; and (5) penalty area. Close-up and out-of-field shots are
pictures of people above the waist and audiences out of shooting site. Medium shots
are pictures of one or some players in the field. Shooting scenes of midfield, front
court and penalty area are long shots for different areas. In other sport videos, it’s
required to redefine semantic events and scene elements according to characteristics
of the game.
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Fig.1. the basic scene in soccer video

4

Experiment Design and Discussion

The experiment has two sections. Frist of all, we evaluate the event detection effect of
the method; next, considering users’ requirements for automatic extraction of
wonderful fragments, we regard shot, corner kick, free kick as the same fabulous
fractions to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm. The testing and
training data are collected from videos of four different football matches, which held
in different sites and were broadcasted by different TV companies. We chose totally
54 video clips lasting from a few to over ten minutes. Before the experiment, we
annotated manually all events in them to use as real reference data. Those clips
constitute a video data set which lasts more than two hours. For that reason, we used
half of them as training set and the rest as testing set.
Table 1. experimental results of event detection
Event

Correct

Error

Missing

Precision

Recall

Corner
Free kick

25
15

16
7

2
6

60%
68%

90%
70%

Shooting
The game proceed

41
116

16
15

10
11

71%
88%

80%
91%

Interruption of game
Total

55
253

13
68

11
40

80%
78%

84%
86%
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Table 1 shows experimental results of event detection. The precision rate is on
average 78% and the mean recall ratio reaches 86%. The algorithm achieved higher
accuracy rate of detection in the progress and suspension of matches. In view of big
content changes of them, the results are satisfactory. But it didn’t do well in detecting
corner ball and free kick, maybe because there’s great similarity in the formation of
elements of the two events. To enhance the performance, it needs finer elements and
more effective algorithm for feature extraction and element recognition.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose sports video analysis based on Dynamic Bayesian network
statistical method. Firstly, we established a multilayer dynamic Bayesian network
model based on sports video domain knowledge, including the observation layer,
element layer and the event layer. In this model, the high-level semantic events is
component of base, and then mapped to low-level features, so as to avoid the highlevel semantics and low-level features mapping difficulties.
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